


KJV Bible Word Studies for WEDGE



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

wedge 3800 ## kethem {keh'-them}; from 3799; properly, something carved out, i.e . ore; hence, gold (pure 
as originally mined): -- ([most] fine, pure) gold(-en {wedge}). 

wedge 3956 ## lashown {law-shone'}; or lashon {law-shone'}; also (in plural) feminine l@shonah 
{lesh-o-naw'}; from 3960; the tongue (of man or animals), used literally (as the instrument of licking, 
eating, or speech), and figuratively (speech, an ingot, a fork of flame, a cove of water): -- + babbler,bay, + 
evil speaker, language, talker, tongue, {wedge}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

wedge 02490 ## chalal {khaw-lal'} ; a primitive root [compare 02470 ] ; properly , to bore , i . e . (by 
implication) to wound , to dissolve ; figuratively , to profane (a person , place or thing) , to break (one's 
word) , to begin (as if by an " opening {wedge} ") ; denom . (from 02485) to play (the flute) : -- begin (X 
men began) , defile , X break , defile , X eat (as common things) , X first , X gather the grape thereof , X 
take inheritance , pipe , player on instruments , pollute , (cast as) profane (self) , prostitute , slay (slain) , 
sorrow , stain , wound . 

wedge 03800 ## kethem {keh'- them} ; from 03799 ; properly , something carved out , i . e . ore ; hence , 
gold (pure as originally mined) : -- ([most ] fine , pure) gold (- en {wedge}) . 

wedge 03956 ## lashown {law-shone'} ; or lashon {law-shone'} ; also (in plural) feminine l@shonah 
{lesh-o-naw'} ; from 03960 ; the tongue (of man or animals) , used literally (as the instrument of licking , 
eating , or speech) , and figuratively (speech , an ingot , a fork of flame , a cove of water) : -- + babbler , bay 
, + evil speaker , language , talker , tongue , {wedge} . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

wedge 3800 -- kethem -- ([most] fine, pure) gold(-en {wedge}).

wedge 3956 -- lashown -- + babbler,bay, + evil speaker, language, talker, tongue,{wedge}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- wedge , 6956 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

wedge Isa_13_12 # I will make a man more precious than fine gold; even a man than the golden wedge of 
Ophir.

wedge Jos_07_21 # When I saw among the spoils a goodly Babylonish garment, and two hundred shekels of 
silver, and a wedge of gold of fifty shekels weight, then I coveted them, and took them; and, behold, they 
[are] hid in the earth in the midst of my tent, and the silver under it.

wedge Jos_07_24 # And Joshua, and all Israel with him, took Achan the son of Zerah, and the silver, and 
the garment, and the wedge of gold, and his sons, and his daughters, and his oxen, and his asses, and his 
sheep, and his tent, and all that he had: and they brought them unto the valley of Achor.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

wedge of gold Jos_07_21 # When I saw among the spoils a goodly Babylonish garment, and two hundred 
shekels of silver, and a wedge of gold of fifty shekels weight, then I coveted them, and took them; and, 
behold, they [are] hid in the earth in the midst of my tent, and the silver under it.

wedge of gold Jos_07_24 # And Joshua, and all Israel with him, took Achan the son of Zerah, and the silver,
and the garment, and the wedge of gold, and his sons, and his daughters, and his oxen, and his asses, and 
his sheep, and his tent, and all that he had: and they brought them unto the valley of Achor.

wedge of Ophir Isa_13_12 # I will make a man more precious than fine gold; even a man than the golden 
wedge of Ophir.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

wedge ^ Jos_07_21 / wedge /^of gold of fifty shekels weight, then I coveted them, and took them; and, 
behold, they [are] hid in the earth in the midst of my tent, and the silver under it. 

wedge ^ Jos_07_24 / wedge /^of gold, and his sons, and his daughters, and his oxen, and his asses, and his 
sheep, and his tent, and all that he had: and they brought them unto the valley of Achor. 

wedge ^ Isa_13_12 / wedge /^of Ophir. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

wedge 1Sa_13_12 I will make a man more precious than fine gold; even a man than the golden {wedge} of 
Ophir. 

wedge Jos_07_21 When I saw among the spoils a goodly Babylonish garment, and two hundred shekels of 
silver, and a {wedge} of gold of fifty shekels weight, then I coveted them, and took them; and, behold, they 
[are] hid in the earth in the midst of my tent, and the silver under it. 

wedge Jos_07_24 And Joshua, and all Israel with him, took Achan the son of Zerah, and the silver, and the 
garment, and the {wedge} of gold, and his sons, and his daughters, and his oxen, and his asses, and his 
sheep, and his tent, and all that he had: and they brought them unto the valley of Achor. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

wedge Isa_13_12 I will make a man (00582 +)enowsh ) more precious (03365 +yaqar ) than fine gold (06337 +paz ) ; even a man (00120 +)adam ) than the golden (03800 +kethem ) {wedge} of Ophir (00211 +)Owphiyr ) . 

wedge Jos_07_21 When I saw (07200 +ra)ah ) among the spoils (07998 +shalal ) a goodly (02896 +towb ) Babylonish (08152 +Shin(ar ) garment (00155 +)addereth ) , and two (08147 +sh@nayim ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) 
shekels (08255 +sheqel ) of silver (03701 +keceph ) , and a {wedge} (06956 +Qohathiy ) of gold (02091 +zahab ) of fifty (02572 +chamishshiym ) shekels (08255 +sheqel ) weight (04948 +mishqal ) , then I coveted (02530 
+chamad ) them , and took (03947 +laqach ) them ; and , behold (02009 +hinneh ) , they [ are ] hid (02934 +taman ) in the earth (00776 +)erets ) in the midst (08432 +tavek ) of my tent (00168 +)ohel ) , and the silver (03701 
+keceph ) under (08478 +tachath ) it . 

wedge Jos_07_24 And Joshua (03091 +Y@howshuwa( ) , and all (03605 +kol ) Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) with him , took (03947 +laqach ) Achan (05912 +(Akan ) the son (01121 +ben ) of Zerah (02226 +Zerach ) , and the 
silver (03701 +keceph ) , and the garment (00155 +)addereth ) , and the {wedge} (06956 +Qohathiy ) of gold (02091 +zahab ) , and his sons (01121 +ben ) , and his daughters (01121 +ben ) , and his oxen (07794 +showr ) , 
and his asses (02543 +chamowr ) , and his sheep (06629 +tso)n ) , and his tent (00168 +)ohel ) , and all (03605 +kol ) that he had:and they brought (05927 +(alah ) them unto the valley (06010 +(emeq ) of Achor (05911 
+(Alowr ) . 
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wedge , ISA , 13:12 wedge , JOS , 7:21 , JOS , 7:24 wedge Interlinear Index Study wedge JOS 007 021 When I 
saw <07200 +ra>ah > among the spoils <07998 +shalal > a goodly <02896 +towb > Babylonish <08152 +Shin
garment <00155 +>addereth > , and two <08147 +sh@nayim > hundred <03967 +me>ah > shekels <08255 
+sheqel > of silver <03701 +keceph > , and a {wedge} <06956 +Qohathiy > of gold <02091 +zahab > of fifty 
<02572 +chamishshiym > shekels <08255 +sheqel > weight <04948 +mishqal > , then I coveted <02530 +chamad
> them , and took <03947 +laqach > them ; and , behold <02009 +hinneh > , they [ are ] hid <02934 +taman > in 
the earth <00776 +>erets > in the midst <08432 +tavek > of my tent <00168 +>ohel > , and the silver <03701 
+keceph > under <08478 +tachath > it . wedge JOS 007 024 And Joshua <03091 +Y@howshuwa< > , and all 
<03605 +kol > Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > with him , took <03947 +laqach > Achan <05912 + the son <01121 
+ben > of Zerah <02226 +Zerach > , and the silver <03701 +keceph > , and the garment <00155 +>addereth > , 
and the {wedge} <06956 +Qohathiy > of gold <02091 +zahab > , and his sons <01121 +ben > , and his daughters 
<01121 +ben > , and his oxen <07794 +showr > , and his asses <02543 +chamowr > , and his sheep <06629 
+tso>n > , and his tent <00168 +>ohel > , and all <03605 +kol > that he had : and they brought <05927 + them 
unto the valley <06010 + of Achor <05911 + . wedge ISA 013 012 I will make a man <00582 +>enowsh > more 
precious <03365 +yaqar > than fine gold <06337 +paz > ; even a man <00120 +>adam > than the golden <03800 
+kethem > {wedge} of Ophir <00211 +>Owphiyr > . - wedge , 6956 , wedge -6956 kohathites , {wedge} , wedge 
3800 -- kethem -- ([most] fine, pure) gold(-en {wedge}). wedge 3956 -- lashown -- + babbler,bay, + evil speaker, 
language, talker, tongue,{wedge}. wedge 3800 ## kethem {keh'-them}; from 3799; properly, something carved 
out, i.e . ore; hence, gold (pure as originally mined): -- ([most] fine, pure) gold(-en {wedge}). [ql wedge 3956 ## 
lashown {law-shone'}; or lashon {law-shone'}; also (in plural) feminine l@shonah {lesh-o-naw'}; from 3960; the 
tongue (of man or animals), used literally (as the instrument of licking, eating, or speech), and figuratively 
(speech, an ingot, a fork of flame, a cove of water): -- + babbler,bay, + evil speaker, language, talker, tongue, 
{wedge}. [ql wedge 007 024 Jos /^{wedge /of gold , and his sons , and his daughters , and his oxen , and his asses 
, and his sheep , and his tent , and all that he had: and they brought them unto the valley of Achor . wedge 007 021
Jos /^{wedge /of gold of fifty shekels weight , then I coveted them, and took them; and, behold, they are hid in the
earth in the midst of my tent , and the silver under it. wedge 013 012 Isa /^{wedge /of Ophir . wedge When I saw 
among the spoils a goodly Babylonish garment, and two hundred shekels of silver, and a {wedge} of gold of fifty 
shekels weight, then I coveted them, and took them; and, behold, they [are] hid in the earth in the midst of my ten 
t, and the silver under it. wedge And Joshua, and all Israel with him, took Achan the son of Zerah, and the silver, 
and the garment, and the {wedge} of gold, and his sons, and his daughters, and his oxen, and his asses, and his 
sheep, and his tent, and all that he had: an d they brought them unto the valley of Achor. wedge I will make a man 
more precious than fine gold; even a man than the golden {wedge} of Ophir. 



wedge , ISA , 13:12 wedge , JOS , 7:21 , JOS , 7:24









wedge -6956 kohathites , {wedge} ,



wedge 3800 -- kethem -- ([most] fine, pure) gold(-en {wedge}). wedge 3956 -- lashown -- + babbler,bay, + evil 
speaker, language, talker, tongue,{wedge}.







wedge 3800 ## kethem {keh'-them}; from 3799; properly, something carved out, i.e . ore; hence, gold (pure as 
originally mined): -- ([most] fine, pure) gold(-en {wedge}). [ql wedge 3956 ## lashown {law-shone'}; or lashon 
{law-shone'}; also (in plural) feminine l@shonah {lesh-o-naw'}; from 3960; the tongue (of man or animals), used 
literally (as the instrument of licking, eating, or speech), and figuratively (speech, an ingot, a fork of flame, a cove 
of water): -- + babbler,bay, + evil speaker, language, talker, tongue, {wedge}. [ql
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wedge Interlinear Index Study wedge JOS 007 021 When I saw <07200 +ra>ah > among the spoils <07998 
+shalal > a goodly <02896 +towb > Babylonish <08152 +Shin garment <00155 +>addereth > , and two <08147 
+sh@nayim > hundred <03967 +me>ah > shekels <08255 +sheqel > of silver <03701 +keceph > , and a {wedge} 
<06956 +Qohathiy > of gold <02091 +zahab > of fifty <02572 +chamishshiym > shekels <08255 +sheqel > 
weight <04948 +mishqal > , then I coveted <02530 +chamad > them , and took <03947 +laqach > them ; and , 
behold <02009 +hinneh > , they [ are ] hid <02934 +taman > in the earth <00776 +>erets > in the midst <08432 
+tavek > of my tent <00168 +>ohel > , and the silver <03701 +keceph > under <08478 +tachath > it . wedge JOS 
007 024 And Joshua <03091 +Y@howshuwa< > , and all <03605 +kol > Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > with him , 
took <03947 +laqach > Achan <05912 + the son <01121 +ben > of Zerah <02226 +Zerach > , and the silver 
<03701 +keceph > , and the garment <00155 +>addereth > , and the {wedge} <06956 +Qohathiy > of gold 
<02091 +zahab > , and his sons <01121 +ben > , and his daughters <01121 +ben > , and his oxen <07794 +showr 
> , and his asses <02543 +chamowr > , and his sheep <06629 +tso>n > , and his tent <00168 +>ohel > , and all 
<03605 +kol > that he had : and they brought <05927 + them unto the valley <06010 + of Achor <05911 + . 
wedge ISA 013 012 I will make a man <00582 +>enowsh > more precious <03365 +yaqar > than fine gold 
<06337 +paz > ; even a man <00120 +>adam > than the golden <03800 +kethem > {wedge} of Ophir <00211 
+>Owphiyr > .





wedge 007 024 Jos /^{wedge /of gold , and his sons , and his daughters , and his oxen , and his asses , and his 
sheep , and his tent , and all that he had: and they brought them unto the valley of Achor . wedge 007 021 Jos 
/^{wedge /of gold of fifty shekels weight , then I coveted them, and took them; and, behold, they are hid in the 
earth in the midst of my tent , and the silver under it. wedge 013 012 Isa /^{wedge /of Ophir .





- wedge , 6956 , 



wedge When I saw among the spoils a goodly Babylonish garment, and two hundred shekels of silver, and a 
{wedge} of gold of fifty shekels weight, then I coveted them, and took them; and, behold, they [are] hid in the 
earth in the midst of my ten t, and the silver under it. wedge And Joshua, and all Israel with him, took Achan the 
son of Zerah, and the silver, and the garment, and the {wedge} of gold, and his sons, and his daughters, and his 
oxen, and his asses, and his sheep, and his tent, and all that he had: an d they brought them unto the valley of 
Achor. wedge I will make a man more precious than fine gold; even a man than the golden {wedge} of Ophir.
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